INCLUSION
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
PREVENTING THE DOWNWARD SPIRAL INTO EXCLUSION

Call 01625 532974 or book online at www.keynote.org.uk
### INCLUSION NATIONAL CONFERENCE

**Chair's Welcome and Introduction**
10.00am - 10.05am

Chair: Welcome and Introduction

**School Behaviour: Building Inclusive Behaviour Systems : Tom Bennett**
10.05am - 10.40am

- Drawing lessons from the national picture and highly effective school systems proven to promote inclusivity.
- What are the crucial differences evident in effective inclusive behaviour systems; what are the pitfalls to avoid?
- Where next? Creating a behaviour system which enables ALL young people to flourish academically and socially.

**Headlining the Current Issues in SEND Provision : Alex Grady**
10.40am - 11.10am

- The current position in SEND: Code of Practice 2015, new National Curriculum, assessment without levels, Rochford Review, SEND Schools and Colleges report, Progress 8, exclusion rates for pupils with SEND
- Strategic leadership; a culture and ethos of inclusion that will help to prevent exclusion
- What are the opportunities and challenges this presents to schools and colleges, and what should your future priorities be?

**MORNING REFRESHMENTS**
11.10am - 11.25am

- Refreshments and Networking

**Towards Outstanding Provision for Vulnerable and Looked After Children : Linda Russell-Bond**
11.25am - 11.50am

- The challenges facing the most vulnerable children in our learning communities.
- Building effective partnerships to provide wrap around care and inclusion for vulnerable learners.
- The importance of clear leadership and targeted use of Pupil Premium Plus to promote the holistic wellbeing of Looked After Children.

### BENEFITS

- A “first-hand” insight into the latest DFE findings on school behaviour
- Hear how the most effective school behaviour systems are ensuring ALL young people flourish academically and socially.
- Shape your forward planning around key national policy and priorities including the Rochford Review, SEND Schools and Colleges Report.
- Review the true effectiveness of provision for Looked After Children in your school/college and hear how effective partnerships, training and Pupil Premium PLUS spend can promote successful inclusion.
- Hear how others have developed inclusive practice in response to the challenges of changes in national policy.
- Network with national colleagues and take away resources and presentations.

### WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

- Head teachers and Principals
- Deputy/Assistant leaders with responsibility for Teaching and Learning
- Deputy/Assistant Leaders with responsibility for Pastoral, Inclusion and Behaviour.
- Heads of Department or pastoral teams.
- Inclusion and behavioural support staff

### CONFERENCE FOCUS

- Any child can be faced with significant challenges in life which may begin a spiral of disengagement with learning; family breakdown, mental health issues, lack of appropriate stretch, special educational need – the list is endless. At the heart of the solution sits leadership approaches which promote an ethos of inclusivity.

Working with leading inclusion experts, you will explore a range of practices which halt the spiral into challenging behaviour patterns and permanent exclusion.

**CALL 01625 532974 OR BOOK ONLINE AT www.keynote.org.uk**

The Bishop's Stortford High School.
## WORKSHOP STRAND 1

### WORKSHOP 1A
**CASE STUDY: Making managed moves count.**
A case study into Harrow High Schools and their effective collaborative approach to working together to give students a chance to succeed in a new environment.

How did we get to where we are?
What lessons have we learned?
How have we given students a chance to succeed after making a move?

*Mike Haldenby*

### WORKSHOP 1B
**Promoting the progress of looked after children.**
Gain an insight into the typical challenges facing looked after children.

- Examples of best practice to ensure looked after learners thrive and achieve.
- The role of the designated teacher including examples of whole school leadership of effective Pupil Education Plans and provision
- Pupil Premium PLUS: What is it and how effectively does it impact in your school?

*Linda Russell-Bond*

### WORKSHOP 2A
**How can schools support their pupils with SEND so that exclusions are minimised?**

- Summary of exclusion data for SEND pupils
- Using the graduated approach to prevent exclusions of pupils with SEND: whole-school ethos and policy
- Overview of categories of SEND and the issues that may arise: How to minimise these using helpful resources

*Alex Grady*

### WORKSHOP 2B
**What Makes a Truly Inclusive School Effective?**

- The most effective schools do not take educational inclusion for granted; a practical guide to how they succeed in meeting the needs of all learners
- Explore concrete advice on how best to identify pupil who may be missing out, be disengaged or feeling “apart” from what school seeks to provide
- Take away highly effective, practical steps to ensure your school promotes tolerance, opportunity and understanding for all – in the classroom and beyond.
- Work for students to take ownership of their behaviour

*David Stott*

### Drilling down: Getting behaviour right: Tom Bennett

Behaviour policies and grand visions are important, but knowing what to do on the spot is how classrooms are run. Building on the lessons from the DfE behaviour review into ITT, Tom discusses the core skills and strategies that every teacher needs to know in order to run a room and get behaviour facing in the right direction. Good behaviour is so much more than compliance: it’s also helping students to scaffold habits of excellence that will create patterns of behaviour which support their future success and wellbeing.

- Developing the core skills of creating behaviour for learning in the classroom.
- How to help students scaffold habits of excellence.
- Helping teachers translate the theory into “on the spot” effective action.

### Summing Up and Reflection

2.55pm - 3.55pm

### Refreshments and Networking

3.55 – 4.00pm

### Conference Closes

4.00 – 4.30pm

4.30pm
WHAT WILL I TAKE AWAY FROM THIS EVENT?

• The latest national updates and priorities regarding inclusion and behaviour management

• An appreciation of how to review and improve your provision for all students

• Effective strategies from case studies which show the impact of truly inclusive provision

• Opportunity to network with national colleagues

• An increased understanding of how to effect whole school change to create a culture of inclusion

COSTS

1st delegate rate £289 + VAT.
2nd delegate rate £249 + VAT.

Costs include: all speaker presentations, full set of conference notes, materials, and resources, CPD Certificate, all refreshments including 2 course restaurant lunch.

BOOKINGS

• Telephone us on 01625 532974
• Book online at www.keynote.org.uk
• Fax us on 01625 532524
• E-mail us on online@keynote.org.uk

National Conference: Employability: Preparing for Success in the C21st Workplace

London: Friday 5th May 2017

Future generations entering the work place need the right balance between qualifications, skills and aptitudes to succeed.

• Professor Tristram Hooley (University of Derby and Careers and Enterprise Company) discusses effective CEIAG and Work Related Learning.

• Discover how forward-thinking schools are embedding employability skills at the core of their curriculum.

• Hear how Gold Award winners and Careers Quality Mark holders deliver high quality careers education.

This informative and practical conference provides an array of best practice ideas to support future development.

National Conference: Inspiring Leadership in Schools: Challenges and Opportunities

London: Friday 9th June 2017

Creating the right conditions for current and aspiring school leaders to succeed; how do schools strike the right balance?

• High-stakes accountability versus effective professional leadership development – how to tick both boxes.

• Address the REAL concerns and training needs of current and aspiring school leaders.

• Create an ethos of sustainable leadership development and aspiration in your school.

This lively, frank and pragmatic national conference combines inspirational keynote sessions with practical presentations and discussion panels to address the realities of school leadership at all levels.

National Conference: Future Learning

London: Friday 23rd June 2017

Around the globe, school leaders and policy makers continue to grapple with the challenges of meeting the needs of the C21st learner.

• Tom Bennett (ResearchEd and TES) leads us in exploring the latest thinking and solutions from renowned researchers and chalk-face practitioners.

• Lucy Crehan discusses her ground-breaking research and book, Cleverlands.

• Terry Freedman explores innovative curriculum ideas for delivering and assessing cutting-edge computing science and ICT programmes.